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Various tests of standard SU(2)XU(1) model of v;eak

interactions which can be performed by measurements of

electron and muon neutrino-electron elastic scattering are

reviewed. Electron neutrino-electron elastic scattering has

both a neutral current part as well as a charged current

part, and therefore offers a unique place to measure the

interference of these two amplitudes. A measurement of the

y-dependence of neutrino-electron elastic scattering can

separately measure g y and g & as well as test for the

presence of S, P, or T terms. Several measurable quantities

involving cross sections and the interference term are

derived from the standard model. Vaiious design

considerations for an experiment to determine the KC-CC

interference term and the y-depender.ee of muon

neutrino-electron elastic scattering are discussed.
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. 1 ) Introduction:

In this note we discuss various tests of the standard

SU(2)XU(1) gauge model of weak interactions which involve

tha elastic scattering of electron and muon neutrinos off

electrons. These, experiments are difficult owing to the

extreme smallness of the purely leptonic cross section, but

are well predicted by the standard model and as such offer

clean tests of the theory.

There have been several measurements of nJ'e elastic

scattering and one measurement of v e elastic scattering1.

But all of these experiments have been with limited

statistics and (or) of limited resolution. Hence it is

worthwhile to envision extensions of the present

experimental technique to obtain a high statistics

measurement of these rare interactions. In Section XI we

review the tests of ths standard model which can be done

with a measurement of v-e elastic scattering at high energy.

A method for measuring v^-e elastic scattering is discussed

in Section III. A discussion of the test of the standard

model which can be obtained from a measurement of the

differential cross sections da/dy ( v'e) is covered in

Section IV. The conclusions are given in Section V.

Several design considerations iror a beam of electron

neutrinos is discussed in the Appendix.
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II. The v-e Scattering Cross sections

A) General Coasideration

The Feynman diagrams for v-e elastic scattering in the

standard model are the following:

cr(vee) -

V7e note that only the NC amplitude contributes to

scattering and that both the NC and CC contribute to

scattering.

The neutrino-electron elastic scattering cross sections

are all very small compared to a (v — nucleon) namely

0(Ve)/°T(
VN)- 10~3 to 10"") since the center of mass energy

is intrinsically small. Furthermore extremely good angular

resolution on the recoil electron direction and small

angular divergence of the incident neutrino beam are

required to measure the scaling variable y = E -/E in a



broad band neutrino beam. For these reasons, only c = J

(da/dy) dy has to date been measured.

.The total cross sections in the standard model are

given by (neglecting m e/E v terms)

G raeEv r •> 1 ?i
e) = — ^ ((gv + g & + 2 ) 2 + | (gv - g^)

2)

6 V t 5 1 ?•*

e) — \ (g — g ) + — (g + g + 2) J

(2)

V Vli + e - Vy + e) = — ^ - * ( (gv + g A )
2 + \ (gv - g^)

:

V^V + e * \ + e) • — s r ((gv - ̂ 2 + i (gv + 9A)
2^

where: • , _
gV = ~ 2 + 2 s i n

Note that the vv^e cross sections are related to the *v^e

cross sections by replacing gv by gv + 1 and gA by gA +1.

The additional terms in a(^v^e) are the CC contribution and

the NC-CC interference term. From these expressions of o_,,



it is apparent that the one helicity amplitude which is

modified in going from v e to vee elastic scattering

corresponds to vL e L •* vL eL, or vR e L -»• v R eL> That is,

only the left-handed component of the neutral current can

interfere with the charged current amplitude.

B) Electron neutrino-Electron Scattering;

In the standard model of electroweak interactions,

electron neutrinos may interact with electrons by both a

neutral current as well as a charged current. A measurement

of the interference between these tv;o interactions tests:

1. The identity of the outgoing neutrino in the

neutral current interaction. If the interference

term is present, then vQut = v&, at least some of

the time.

2. The nature of the NC coupling to electrons. A

non-zero interference term implies a coupling to

left-handed electrons.

3. The helicity properties of the NC interactions. A

finite interference term states that at least .c »

of the time the NC interaction, preserves the

electron helicity, and at least pact of the
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interactions has V and A terms, rather than a s, P,

T structure which flips the electron helicity.

4. The y-e universality hypothesis. A comparison of

ve-e interactions with v -e in

important test of this hypothesis.

ve-e interactions with v
u~e interactions is an

In the standard SU(2)XU(1) model, the NC-CC

interference term in ^' e~ e scattering is proportional to

I« (eT} + sin 9.
J It W

where I^fe^ is the third component of the weak isospin of

the left-handed electron. For the standard assignment of

I,(eL) =--1/2 and for sin 0^ - 0.25 the interference terra

above will be destructive (negative). variants to the

standard Weinberg-Salant model have been examined by Kayser,

Fischback, Rosen, and Spivack2. They find these models all

predict a destructive interference term in v -e scattering,

or are ruled out by inconsistencies with various

measurements. Therefore a measurement of the sign and

magnitude of the interference term within the standard

Keinberg-Salam model is an important test of the whole

theoretical framework.



Carrying these relations between cross sections

described above further, we may write:

CTT(Vee) = a T
( V1i e ) + 4 0 o

(3)

2
where OQ = GFmeEv/2ii and the terms additional to CT_(V e) are

the charged current and the interference terras. If sin 8
w

0.25, then the *\Ĵ e cross sections will have large

contributions from the CC amplitude. In the standard model,

the CC contribution tc aT(vge) is 4 aQ and is thus - 12

times larger than ' the neutral current part. The

interference term is roughly 46% of the NC + CC

contributions. For cr (v e) , the CC part (io/3) is _ 4

times the NC part and the interference term is _ 40% the NC

+ CC contribution. Thus the interference terms make a

sizeable contribution to the vv'e •*• v'e cross sections, and

can therefore be measured3. Table I lists the relative cross

sections a ( v'e)/a for the standard model prediction of

the interference term (destructive), for no interference,

and for a constructive interference tenn for sin20 = 0.25.

Hence a 253 measurement of o ( v'e) is sufficient to

determine the presence and the sign of the interference term

(9V + gA) .
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Table I

With Standard Model
Interference (destructive

With No Interference

With Opposite Sign
Interference (constructive)

am(vae)/an

2,33

4.33

6.33

Vvee>/*o

1.00

1.66

2.33

To extract the interference term from measured

quantities; we can compute:

"3a =

4a.
- 1

(4)

Assuming that a (v e) can be measured to 10% and that the(v
errors of and <?T(v e) are uncorrelated, the

interference term g + g can be measured to 125 for

neutrinos and 165 for antineutrinos if sin 6 » 0.25. (In

the standard model, gv + g = -i + 2 sin29v?£s - 1/2.)

Notice that if sin2 _ 0.25, then the cross sections are in

the ratio
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: aT(vee) : aT(v e) : arp (vye) = 7 : 3 : 1 : 1 ,

and thus the error in determining the interference term is

most strongly dependent on the error in cr ('v̂ e) .

From general considerations2, the interference terra

should satisfy the relation

|I| < /N c /C c , • (5)

where in the standard model N = (g + gA) and C = 4 are

neutral current and charged current terms, respectively, and

the interference term I = 2 (gv + gft). But in general, the

equality holds only where the S, P, T terms to the cross

sections vanish, and thus this relation gives a method of

testing for the presence of these helicity flipping terms.

The p-e universality hypothesis can be tested by

checking the relation

aT(^ee) - <7T(vye) = 3(aT(vee) - c^v^e)) (6)

which is another important test of the standard model from

v-e elastic scattering.
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C) Muon Neutrino-Electron Scattering:

All experiments on 'Ve elastic scattering have

measured a™( v e) and thus are sensitive to only the

combination

((9V + 9 A )
2 + § (9V - 9A)

2), or ((gv - g A )
2 + -| (gv + 9A)

2)..

(7)

By combining measurements of both a(v e) and a(\j e), the

2 ' 0

values of (g - ga) and (g + g,) may be separately

extracted^ thereby determing sin 8 . But this procedure

inevitabely introduces systematic errors from the neutrino '

flux normalization.

Further tests of the standard model are obtainable by

measuring the ^ e elastic differential cross sections. In

this context, and neglecting terms of order Me/Ev:

i G F m e -A? 7
V7here 0 Q = -|^p = 4.3 x 10 ^ cnr/GeV .

V7e note that a measurement of da/dy for neutrino, or

antineutrino scattering separately determines (g + g ) 2 and

(gv - gA) and thus provides a fur'cheL- test of the standard

model. In addition, the y-dependsnee of the cross section

has a sensitivity to the presence of S, P, T helicity



flipping terms, which would produce a term proportional to

(1-y).

III. Experimental Considerations-Electron Neutrino-Electron

Elastic Scattering

There are several important considerations in designing

an experiment to measure 'v£ e~ elastic scattering. Since

the cross sections are so small the neutrino detector must

be massive, and fine grained enough ' to have an angular

resolution sufficient to discriminata against various

background processes. of n o less importance, is the

neutrino beam, which must be intense and normalizable.

Several massive neutrino detectors which are well suited for

v^-e elastic scattering studies have recently been built3,

and have been described in detail elsewhere. Therefore in

this discussion we will concentrate on the design of the

neutrino beam and the treatment of the data.

a) Beam

There are several sources of electron neutrinos which

can be used for a measurement of '\H-e elastic scattering.

Since the v-e elastic scattering cross sections are so

small, it is important that the source be intense. Since a

cross section is to be determined, the flux of neutrinos
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. must be normalized. A few possible sources are.- (a} beam

dump, (b) K? beams, (c) u* storage ring, and (d) u"1" beam

' stop.

Of these possibilities, the y~ storage ring is the most

attractive1*, (with no consideration of money) since it has

the following properties:

1. The spectrum of neutrinos is easily calculable from

the u decay process.

2. Both y and v~ can be stored giving all flavors of

neutrinos.

3. Over a limited range, the energy scale of the

neutrino spectrum can be varied, giving important

experimental checks.

4. .The flux of neutrinos can be precisely determined

by monitoring the circulating muon current in the

ring.
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The spectrum for p-decay yv + e + v ve or y~ -»• e~v v

in the rauon rest frame is shown in Fig. 1. The flux of

neutrinos in that frame has the form:

- 2 2 ( 9 )

* + ( y = • -(Vy) = N E*(W - § Ev) ,
2 2 1

where V7= (m + m )/2m «5 4 ro (neglecting neutrino masses).

The neutrino energy spectrum in the Isb frame is then given

b y ^Lab = *Coni VW,,. where y^ = Pp/m^- Since o^Cve) - E y, a

given experiment measuring an integrated rate, will have

slightly different neutrino energies contribution from the

slight difference of v e and v spectra. This difference is

<E > /<S > s 1.17 and is easily correctable.

b. Energy Scale

An important design consideration is the choice of the

energy scale of the incident neutrino beam. There are two

main factors which determine this choice: (1) background

rejection, and (2) event rate. Here we sea how the tv?o

factors scale V7ith energy.

The background rejection depends on two things: T;ie

intrinsic ratio of the v-e signal to background, and the

resolution in the kinematic identifier E 6^ = 2ni (1-y) <

1 MeV.
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There are many sources of backgrounds in ^e elastic

scattering, but one of the more troublesome is the

quasi-elastic process v n -»• p + e~ (v p -* ™ + e+) , where at

low Q. the - recoil nucleon is not detected. These cross

sections are roughly constant .with energy and thus the v-e

signal to this background will improve with increasing

neutrino energy. This then argues for higher neutrino

energy.

The resolution in the E_9^ kinematic identifier also

improves with increasing neutrino energy. There are two

sources in this u-storage ring experiment to the smearing in

E$ . One source comes from the intrinsic angular divergence

of neutrinos from u decay and because the'event rate has to

be maximized, this cannot be eliminated by moving the

neutrino detector further away thereby losing neutrino flux.

Another source comes from the angular resolution of the

recoil electron direction as measured in the neutrino

detector.

The u-decay kinematics gives the limiting value of E 6

2 ) . Thus.

8 -!

where M9*)= ( Y 2 ( C O S 9 * + (3)2 + s i n V * ) 1 / 2
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and therefore -he angular divergence of the neutrino beam

improves as the energy of the ring increases.

The angular resolution of-the v-^etector improves with

increasing neutrino energy. The angular resolution of the

recoil showers typicall goes as:

for small Ee» Thus the resolution

and improves with increasing muon energy.

In summary, the signal to background improves as the

energy of the ring increases, and the resolution in the

kinematic identifier E 9 improves with increasing energy.

The ' second consideration in the choice of the energy

scale is the neutrino-electron scattering event rats. The

various factors governing this are:

1. The neutrino-electron cross section: 0_{v ) _ E

P,, - P .
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2. ir* production cross section:

2

for small p«,r and x = E*/E*_v.

3. n~ decay for a fixed decay Pipe length

p « ^ XrU l i t II

decays CT^~

4. Accelerator beam power:

Assuming that the power in the proton beam which

produces the IT" mescns which decay into p~ to fill

the storage ring is limited, -we have:

N p PO-KA (which - 1.2xlO15 protons-GeV/sec at FNAL)

Putting these factors together, the neutrino electron

event rate should scale as:
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(v-e) ~ (v-e cross section) x (ir~ production) x (TT~ decay)

x (beam power)

x P2 x i- x i-

and thus improves as the muon momentum increases. We hive

assumed that E v e P a P a PQf (PQ = the primary proton

beam momentum), and have neglected multiple target effects

which tend to reduce this correlation.

For a prototype experiment we will take the energy of

the storage ring to be _ 10 Gev which is to be fed by a _

150 GeV beam (generated at FNAL for example;. At this

energy the resolution effects discussed above are well

controlled.

C) Event P.ates:

The S(ve) event rate is given by

»(ve) ^ N T / 4>(EV) § | (Ev) e(y) dydBv . (10)

Taking p _ 10 GeV with _ 3 x 109 stored u4/sec, 'with _ 1/4

of the y'*' decays giving v , v in the neutrino detector

and N,r _ 4.5 x w
27/CKl2 (roughly - 10'* tons), we estimate for



the decay efficiency G(y)

in Table II.
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_ 1 the followng event rates given

Table II

Six months run for p* each

Nve

N^e

X >*
X

22/day

9/day

3.6/day

3.6/day

•

972

423

162

162

1 Day = 24 hours

*where for six months have included an overall efficiency

factor of — 1/4.

These event rates would allow a good determination of the

interference term and the value of sin 6 . This will be
w

discussed in the following section,

d) Treatment of the data

1. Determination of the Interference Term

Since the decaying p~ neutrino beam contains both

rauon and electron type neutrinos, the

contribution to the measured v-e event rate has to

be subtracted. This csn be done by estimating

"I
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N(v
ue) from other measurements or by measuring

N (v e) from the prompt v from TT •*• \i -}- *v' decay.

Since the observed v-e event rate will be dominated

by ve-e interactions (if sin26w cs 0-25), this

subtraction procedure does not introduce large

errors. (Sea the discussion on Section II.) For

the statistics here, we would have the error in the

interference term Al = 43 for v e and Al = 8% for

Alternatively, a subtraction independent test for

the presence of the interference term can be

obtained by computing the ratio of v-e (all flavor

neutrinos) events for stored y+ tc that for stored

y". Many experimental effects would cancel in this

ratio and would therefore reduce the inevitable

systematic errors.

The measured v-e evsnt ra':e for stored y~ is given

by:

NW - (<xT (vye) + nCTT (vee))K

and for stored y+:

Nu - (crT(v e) + n aT(vee))K
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where K is an experimental constant (depending on

the p~ integrated beam current, etc.) and T\ CS, 1.17

is the correction factor for the difference between

the v^ and the v,, energy spectra. Taking the ratioe u

R = 2 _ £ -2_Ji I_e__

where we have neglected the 17% correction ofn

differing from 1. In the standard modal.

(% + g j 2 + Cgv - g j
2 + (gv + gj + l

t 75
(gv - 9AJ + 3(gv + gA) + 3

This ratio is plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of

sin 9™. Here we see that if the interference term

(g.. + gA) = 0, then this ratio would change by 20%

for sin 9^ - 0.25. Hence an independent measure of

sin 9 allows a determination of the interference

term.

For the statistics of a six-month run, the presence

of the interference term is . easily found. To

estimate the error in the interference term g +

g,. , we take ths statistics of Table II and sin 8 -

0.25. V7ith these conditions R can be measured to _

5% thereby giving an error in (gv + g ) of 17%.

This statistical error is larger than the
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subtraction method error, but is less sensitive to

systematics.

2. Determination of sin g

It is an interesting experimental question to test

e-y universality by determining sin28w from, (̂ v'e)

scattering and comparing it to the value derived

from 'v'e scattering. Hung and Sakurai1 have noted

that in the Bjorken approach, certain factors make

thesa two values of sin2© different.
w

In the context of the standard model, the value of

sin29w may ba inferred from a measurement of v e

and v e elastic scattering. A clean way of

extracting this parameter is to conpute the ratio

(14)
where many experimental systematic errors cancel.

This ratio as a function of sin26 is plotted in
w r

Fig. 3. Assuming a 3% measurement error on both

cross sections (these measurements would be done in
+ o

a TT~ decay beam) , we have a determination of sin 8

to ± 0.005. The number o£ v'e events needed to

give a 5% statistical error depends on the amount

of background. For no background, N('v'e) ~ 100

events, but for a 30% background, we require 200
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events.

To determine sin2ew in the ^ e case, we compute

the same ratio:

R = =

(15)

(gv - g A )
2 + -| Cgv + g A )

2 + f (1 + gv + gA)

This ratio is plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of

sin2aw. For a 55 determination of a'{(v'ee), we find

6 sin 9 - ± 0.07. To achieve this cross section

5% error depends on backgrounds, but is feasible

with a dedicated expsriraant of the statistics

calculated here.

IV. Experimental Considerations: Huon Heutrino-Blectron.

Elastic Scattering

As v/e noted in Section II, a further test of the standard

modal follows from a measurement of the differential cross

section da/dy (^v^e), where y=2a/Ey, which separately

determines (gv+gA)
2 and (S v~g A)

2 an<3 thus sin29w. Figure 5

shows da/dy ((\3̂ e) versus y for various sin2Qw values. We

note the relation between da/dy(v e) and da/dy(ve) involves

an interchange of the constant and the (1-y) slope term in
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the differential cross section. Hence a comparison of the

neutrino wht the antineutrino cross sections is very

sensitive to sin 6 .
w

a) The y-Resolution:

Ths most difficult experimental problem is to achieve an

adequate resolution o£ the scaling variable y=E /E v. By the

elastic scattering kinematics:

£v Yme 2

where E is the incident neutrino energy, E is the recoil

electron energy and 9 is the recoil electron angle. The

kinematics of elastic scattering is shown in figure 6. Thus

a measurement of the recoil energy and angle is sufficient

to reconstruct the kinematics. Alternatively, a measurement

of E v and E e is also sufficient to determine the kinematics

and thus the scaling variable y.

From figure S we sea that the measurement of y by E

and 8 requires very good angular resolution of the recoil

electron direction which makes stringent demands on the

neutrino detector, while the E_/2V method requires a narrow

band beam of feasible enargy resolution, but results in a

large loss of event rate from the lower neutrino flux. Thus

the experimental problem is either: 1) achieve good angular
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resolution a(9e)<l nr at 25 GeV (see figure 6), or 2) design

a super intense narrow band beam. We adapt the E , 6

reconstruction method and compute the resolution of E and

9 required. The y resolution is given by

(1SJ

where we have assumed that the angular resolution dominates

the uncertainty in y. In the case that the contribution to

the A8g from the spacial resolution of tracking devices in

the neutrino detector are small compared to the multiple

Coulomb effect we-have:

where L/I» is the length of the • region whsre angle

measureraent is done measured in terms of radiation lengths.

The corresponding y resolution is then:

A6 = - 0 1 5

e e o

Figure 7 shows Ay at y=l/2 plotted aganst S e for two cases

of L/Ii . The (1-y) dependence of Ay is rather fortunate

because da/dy is more sensitive to the coupling constants of

larger y.
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The y resolution gets better as the electron energy

increases provided that we have- a detector with L/L =1.

Below 2 GeV we require a smaller L/L ratio.

To simulate the y-resolution in a real experiment^ a

prototype experiment has been designed by taking L/L =1 for

the recoil electron angular resolution and a(B )/E =0il0//E

for the electron energy resolution. We have taken the

neutrino beam to be the 400 GeV broad band spectrum at FKAL

and have required an energy cut E >5 GeV. The resulting

y-resolution is shown in figure 8. Thus a resolution of

o{y)-"-0.09 can be achiev-i, which is adequate for determipg

dcr/dy. However, even with this y-resolution, the measured y

distribution is distorted by resolution effects (lower

y-resolution at small y) which have to be unfolded.

b) Treatment of the Data:

By equation (3) we have seen that the neutrino-electron

scattering cross section has the form:

da E,, ( a + B (1-y)2} (17)

where a = (gy ± g / v)
2 and 3 = (gv

 + g f t)
2 for \^ or vy

respectively. Hence in a broad band neutrino bsci" the

meas- red y-distribution will be given by:
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da

where <j> (E ) is the neutrino flux dN /dE and e is the

detection e£ficiency-rssolution function containing all

experimental effects. Assuming that e=l (this "can be

calculated for a given experiment) vie haves

2= A + B(l-y)2 (19)

where: A = / E ^ (Ev)dSv ct a Q

and B = J Ev$vfEv)dEy S a Q

By fitting dN/dy wa dstermins A and B. From the expression

of cross section we have:

A a ( 9 A
 ± % }

R = | = 5 = _-* i_ (20)
e (gA -. gv

}

For neutrinos, antineutrinos, respectively.

Thus we determine sin 6 without having to nqrnialize the

^ u e cr°ss section and thereby avoid a larga source of

systematic error. Notice that neutrino-eloctron elastic

scattering is related to antineucrino electron elastic

scattering by Rv =1/R- giving an important check of the
IT) p

theory.
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The value of sin2ew is determined by R in the standard mode]

using the following-

sin2ew = § ±— (21)
W l (1 + /R >

To explore the sensitivity of this method of determining

sin 6 , we plot the ratio R versus sin 6 in figure 9. We

W W

see that the ratio R is very sensitive to sin 0 at small

2 ^ 2
sin 8 and R- is sensitive at large sin 6vJ. The error in

2
sin 6W is given by:

and is tabulated in Table III for various number of events

for sin 9 =0.225. Kence approximately 1000 events are

required to determine sin B to 45. For an experiment with

a massive neutrino detector (500 tonsj and a dedicated run

in a wide band beaTTi at FKAL, roughly 1000 v e events are

feasible.
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Table III

Error in sin 6
w

Number of events

50
100
500

1000

sin26
w

0.24±0.06
0.24±0.04
0.23±0.01

0.229±0.005

V) Conclusions:

A study of neutrino-electron elastic scattering offers

many tests of the standard model. Several important points

are worth noting:

1. The masurement of the total v^e elastic scattering

cross section allows a determination of the

interference term between NC and CC amplitudes and

thereby incisively tests the standard model. It is

feasiable to measure the interference term to _ 4%.

The best beam to do these measurement is a u*

storage ring beam.

2. A determination of the y—dependence of da/dy Pv'e)

allov/s a determination of sin 6W independent of the
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cross section normalization and as such avoids an

important source of systematic errors. The

considerable demands on the resolution of the

recoil electron energy and angle require that this

measurement be performed at electron energies

Ee>5 GeV.

3. A high quality *\>e beam would be of great use in

testing p-e universality, as well as many other

confrontations of the theory of weak interactions.

Such a beam sould be built.
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Figure 1: The energy spectrum of the neutrinos emitted in

decay in the u rest frame.

Figure 2: The ratio R=Nlfl /N'1 of event rates for a stored u~

beam to that of y beam versus sin 9 . The three

cases for the interference term l>0, =0, <0 are

indicated.

Figure 3: The ratio Rv -0™ (v e)/aT(v e) as a function of

sin2ew .

Figure 4: The ratio K- = a»(v e)/o_(- ) versus sin20,..



*• Figure 5: The differential cross section dy/dy (*v e ->• *v*

versus y for various values of sin2Ow.
 ;

Figure 6: The kinematic of ve elastic scattering.

Figure 7: The y-resolufcion Ay at y=l/2 versus E for two

values of L/L .

Figure 8: The y-resolution for a prototype experiment in a

400 GeV broad band beam.

Figure 9: The ratio of intercept to slope for dN v'/dy for

various values of sin 6 . The corresponding
error is indicated by the dashed line.
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Appandi;::
r.

' Design of Storage Ring

The storage ring has to have a large momentum and solid

angle acceptance. Such devices have been built with these

properties3 which could be adapted for the purpose of a 'v'

source. Figure Al shows the layout of the 10-GaV storage

ring and accompanying neutrino detector. Roughly 21% of the

decaying p will radiate neutrinos into the v-target. This

factor could be increased to 333 with superconducting be ..ds.

The v beam flux is monitored by measuring the u~ beam

current with RF cavities, or beam current transformers. The

+
stored u~ will decay with f - 0.2 msec and thus the ring

has to be fed with single term extraction beam if FNAL is

used. Then the prompt v from IT decay are well separated in

time from those of u~ decay. The ring could be fed from a

horn focussad ir~ beam, with some . focussing devices to

increase the u~ flux into the ring. The ring is relatively

sinal 1 arid would fit in the end of the neutrino line at

For the ring source of neutrinos to be viable, roughly

p" should be stored/sec.
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